KENYAN VOTERS’ THOUGHTS ON THE KENYA DEPUTY PRESIDENTIAL DEBATE 2022

GeoPoll survey on the presidential Running Mate debates held on May 19, 2022

We LIKED

- The Timing
- Broadcast on many channels
- The objectivity
- Dress codes
- Confidence
- Impartiality of moderators
- Issue based

We didn’t LIKE

- Irrelevant questions
- Individual attacks
- Didn’t tackle corruption well
- Fake promises
- Important issues not given time
- The crowd
- Unfair time allocation

About the surveys
The Deputy Presidential Debate survey was conducted between 21st and 22nd July 2022 targeting GeoPoll panels in Kenya via the GeoPoll App mode. No gender or regional quotas were enforced. Total sample size: 623.
Get more information about our methodologies on geopoll.com or email info@geopoll.com